Ravindrapuri Park: Light & Shade

Location, access and surrounding land use

Site Views

Park location-
In front of Shakambhari Lane no.3, Ravindrapuri
Park Area - 1810 Sqm.
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Concept – LIGHT & SHADE DRAMA

Features of the proposal:
- Screen to create light and shade effect
- Elder's seatings under tree
- Kids play area and equipment's
- Seating and Socializing area for kids
- Green walkway to create green tunnel effect
- Outdoor gym
- Yoga and meditation garden
- Open to sky lawn
- Grid plaza and dry deck fountain for physically challenged kids
- Rain water harvesting pit
- Adequate garbage bins
- Flowering vegetation to break monotonous color tone

Existing site plan:
- Pathway
- Lawn
- Lack of kids play equipments
- Lack of Public convenience
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Proposed Landscape for Ravindrapuri Park

- Rain water harvesting pit
- Open lawn
- Yoga/meditation garden
- Entry
- Plaza
- Grid plaza/dry deck fountain
- Boundary plantation
- Elders seating under Tree
- Metal canopy as focal element
- Wicket Gate
- Outdoor Gym
- Green walkway
- Public Convenience
- Kids play area
- 2 wheeler parking
- Seating for children's
- Yoga/meditation garden
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Proposed Landscape for Ravindrapuri Park

Ref. image for dry deck fountain

Grid Plaza: Water and Green

Paving pattern in entry area walkway

Sample image for Kids Play

Key Plan

Zone 1: Entry Plaza & Kids Play Area
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Sample image for Canopy

Sample image for Seating under tree

Zone 2 : Seating Plaza / Light and Shade Play

Key Plan

Proposed Landscape for Ravindrapuri Park
Ravindrapuri Park

Kota stone paving in plaza area

Reference image for MS grill of boundary wall

Ref. image for Stone seat in plaza area

Key Plan

Zone 2: Seating Plaza / Light and Shade Play
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Ref image for green walkway

Open Lawn

Ref. image for outdoor gym

Zone 3: Open gym/ Open lawn/ Green walkway
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VEGETATION

OTHER ELEMENT

Proposed Landscape for Ravindrapuri Park